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Take a trip to the bottom of the Earth with USF marine sdentist Jose Torres. In a land we know little about, there's
a world that lives by the shrinking and expanding ice.
By Jose Torres
HE BFSTTI-llNG ABOUTBEINGAPROFFSSOR
in USF's College of Marine Science is that I not
only teach about the ocean, I also get to study
it firsthand. My sp ecialty is the study of fishes,
shrimps and the small, weak-swimming
oceanic creatures known collectively as zooplankton. From mid-December through early February, I
pursued those studies in the Antarctic with a team consisting
of doctoral student and fish expert Tracey Sutton, doctoral student and fish expert-intraining Chris Simoniello and Joe Donnelly: fish expert, longtime colleague, seasoned
trawler and jack-of-all-trades. Our colleague Kendra Daly from the University of
Tennessee was in charge of operating our acoustic sampling system- a scientific-quality
fish finder-to enable us to keep track of fast-swimming species like squid and bigger
fish.
We went to the sea that surrounds the Antarctic continent, which is home to several
species of seals. Four of these--the crabeater seat the leopard seal, the Ross seal and the
Weddell seal-are associated mainly with the vast ice sheet that forms when the sea surface freezes: the Antarctic pack ice. Since it is always cold in the Antarctic, ice is always
present, even in the summer. In the winter, when the pack ice reaches its maximum
extent, it d oubles the size of the Antarctic continent. To give you some perspective, the
Antarctic pack ice covers an area of about 5.4 million square miles; the area of the continental U.S. is only 3.6 million square miles. The pack ice serves as a "floor'' for the pack
ice seals; it gives them a place to rest or h aul out. Below the frozen surface, the ocean is
usually pretty close to 12,000 feet.
Because the Antarctic pack ice covers an area the size of a continent and is only accessible to ships that can break ice, it is very difficult to get an accurate idea of how many
pack ice seals inhabit it. We were part of a larger group that was concerned with not only
getting as accurate a census as possible, but to see how healthy the seals were, how well
they were eatin& and-here is where our team came in-how abundant their food was.
Th e name of the program is, strangely enough, the Antarctic Pack Ice Seals program. It is
an international program with several different countries participatin& each taking a section of the Antarctic pack ice for their census. The U.S. portion is funded by the National
Science Foundation. Our group aboard the Palmer was led by Dr. John Bengtson of the
National Marine Mammal Laboratory in Seattle.
The trip was planned many months in advance. We shipped our nets and laboratory
gear about six months in advance so it was waiting for us when we arrived to meet the

Icebreaker. The Nathaniel B. Palmer crunches through the Antarctic ice on its journey to study how plants and animals,
including Ross seals like the one at left, hove adopted toexploit the ice environment. USF marine scientist Jose Torres was
one of several USF researchers on the expedition.
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the ocean is still 12,000 feet deep, but on the surface it looks just
icebreaker that would take us to the pack ice. We left St.
like any field or meadow covered with snow. You can turn
Petersburg on the 13th of December so we could arrive on the
around in a complete circle, and in all directions you see snow
15th in New Zealand-five days in advance of our scheduled
and ice run to the horizon. Pack ice is the home of the seals our
departure on the 20th. Our ship, the 308-foot research icebreaker
expedition had come to study, as well as two species of penguins.
Nathaniel B. Palmer, was berthed in Lyttelton, which is the harbor
Of course, the ocean beneath is the h ome of the fish and shrimp
for Christchurch, New Zealand.
that feed them.
TI1e 20th finally arrived and we departed Lyttlelton late in the
As you might expect, plant and animal life have adapted to
day for our trip to the ice. The transit to the Antarctic crosses the
roughest water in the world. Although we were in the Pacific secexploit the ice environment. At the bottom of the food chain are
the microscopic plants called ice algae, which are able to thrive littor of the Antarctic and our course didn't take us through the
erally within the ice itself. The ice algae can reach high enough
infamous waters south of Cape Horn in the Atlantic, the potential
concentrations to turn the ice brown
for huge seas was very real.
in color, which in Antarctic bioloWe were blessed with a calm sea
gist's slang is "rotten ice." During
for much of the crossing, but we did
the summer months, there is not
experience a multitude of changes
only plenty of plant food within the
during our journey south. Besides a
ice but also in the waters undergradual decline in the temperature
neath the ice and in the open sea.
from the 60s and 70s we were expeDuring the spring and fall, when the
riencing in New Zealand to the high
Antarctic system is either just "get20s, our day length increased over
ting started" or "shutting down" for
the trip until it was 24 hours. The
the dark Antarctic winter, much of
farther south we went, the higher in
the available plant food is fo und
the sky the sun stayed during normal nighttime hours. Changes in
only in the ice.
A wide variety of small marine
temperature and day length were On Guard. Emperor penguins, like these hangingout infront of the Nathaniel B.
life depends on the predictable yearonly part of the story though. Most Palmer, ore more than three feet high and weigh more than 80 pounds.
days were gray with a heavily overly cycle of algae growth for survival.
cast sky. As you travel farther south the sea takes the color of the
Just as in other parts of the world ocean, including the Gulf of
Mexico, small crustaceans are important for providing a link-in
sky, and the air has a bite to it. Add in the albatrosses gliding over
the form of becoming food themselves-between the ocean's
the waves and you know you're heading to the bottom of the
planet. It is a feeling like none other to know you're close to the
microscopic plant life and the larger animals such as fishes and
Antarctic.
seabirds. However, the Antarctic has an herbivorous crustacean
that is both very abundant and truly unique: the Antarctic krill.
Our first glimpse of ice came the day after Christmas. A large
tabular iceberg, about a quarter of a mile across, came into view
The Antarctic krill is a distant relative of the shrimp we use for
cocktails. It grows to a length of two inches and is a mainstay in
about noon and the whole scientific party gathered on the bridge
the diet of many Antarctic fishes, squids, penguins, seals and
to see it. We were at about 67 degrees south, the latitude at which
the sun remains above the horizon for 24 hours a day during the
whales. Krill are unusual in that they swim in schools, like herring, and in years of particularly high abundance can form huge
austral-or southern hemisphere--summer. Partially because of
aggregations known as "super swarms" that are literally miles in
this, 67 degrees south latitude is considered the "polar circle."
The iceberg was just a taste of things to come; within hours we
extent. The reason why krill are so successful in the Antarctic is
not completely resolved, but we do know they are a very flexible
were in the pack ice environment.
species. They h ave accommodated the "boom and bust" cycles of
Once in the pack ice, the sea no longer has any motion, since it
plant growth caused by the strong Antarctic seasonality, the iceis frozen solid on the surface. It is a world unto itself. Beneath it,
20 USF Magazine

counts of krill under the ice. They found highs and lows in krill
covered seas and the large number of krill predators into their life
histories.
abundance throughout our study area; our group as a whole is
In particular, krill are tied to the ice in two important ways.
still correlating seal abundance with krill and fish abundance for
First, their youngest life stages, or larvae, use the underside of the
the total predator-prey picture.
ice as a nursery ground. Although freezing cold seawater and ice
What of the species that feast on krill and what is their relationship with the sea ice? Let us start with the fishes. Two generdon't seem particularly compelling as a nursery, the underside of
the ice has a great deal of topographic relief: lots of cracks and
al types of fishes are found in the Antarctic, deep water species
crevices that provide protection from predators. In addition, ice
that have close relatives throughout the world ocean and
algae provide food for the developing krill which actually first
Antarctic natives. Both types feed at least partially on krill, but
appear during the algaeonly the Antarctic natives
poor winter months.
can tolerate being near
Krill's second tie to the
the sea ice. Why?
ice is that, like the krill
Because fish, like us,
larvae, the older stages of
have blood that is far less
krill use the ice algae in
salty than seawaterthe late winter ice as a
about a third as saltyfood source. Thus, the
and because of that, will
life cycle of krill is tied
freeze solid at a temperaintimately to the presture a degree or two
ence of sea ice, and their
above that where seawapopulation sizes shrink
ter freezes. Antarctic
and swell from year to
native fishes manufacyear with the sea ice. Sea
ture their own biological
ice extent varies from
antifreeze compounds,
year to year in the
small molecules that cirAntarctic,
producing
culate in the blood of
"high ice" and '1ow ice"
Antarctic fishes and bind
Gone Fishin'. The home team from USF picked up more than 1000 pounds of sponges in the trawl that hauled
years, which is one of the in this load. The researchers are, from leh, Jose Torres, Joe Donnelly, Chris Simoniello and Tracey Sutton.
to any microscopic ice
reasons that long term
crystals in the blood
planetary trends such as global warming are so difficult to definstream, preventing their growth, and thereby protecting the fishitively sort out.
es from freezing. Some of the Antarctic fishes actually hunt for
Part of what determines the distribution of the seals is the conkrill and other crustaceans in the ice, using the ice as a hunting
centration of available food, and krill is one of the most important
platform and, like the larval krill, as a refuge from penguins and
food items. In fact, the most abundant Antarctic seal, the crabeatseals.
er seal, was named for the red scat that the early sealers saw on
The Antarctic natives, or endemics as scientists like to call
the ice. The scat looked like the seals had been eating crabs, hence
them, are only found in the coastal regions of the Antarctic where
the name. Since it is now known that krill are closely associated
they have adapted to living on the very deep continental shelves
that are found there. It was a rare treat to be able to trawl on the
with the underside of the ice, it has become necessary to census
the under-ice habitat for krill in any program that wishes to get
bottom and see them firsthand in our catcl1es. The life on the botaccurate estimates of krill abundance.
tom is extraordinarily diverse and abundant. We only left our net
Our krill team on the cruise was led by one of the pioneers in
down on the bottom for periods of five to 10 minutes, and yet we
krill biology, Langdon Quetin, from the University of California
came up with hundreds of pounds of sponges, many types of
at Santa Barbara. His group used SCUBA diving to get accurate
starfish, sea urchins, shrimp, sea spiders and, of course, fishes.
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from a bit of blood or hair. Similar techniques can tell how closely penguins or seals from different areas of the Antarctic are related. The genetic information will tell us whether the emperor penguins in the Antarctic are part of one big population or several
smaller ones.
Once an accessible group of penguins was located, a group of us was
deployed onto the ice to collect samples. Our first job upon reaching the
ice was to fan out and form a "defensive line" to prevent the penguins
from jumping into the water. To find
out what penguins had been eating,
we collected samples of scat. Yes, it's
fairly uggah-buggah, but it yields
information without harming the
Leg Up. The research pulled this
birds. Emperor penguins eat fish
four-inch sea spider up from a
and squid, which we can tell by the depth of about! ,200 feet.
fish earbones and squid beaks in the
scat.
What of the seal research, you ask? Let's go through the seal
projects that were taking place on board the Palmer. First, an
introduction to the species. In plain numbers, crabeater seals are
the most important seals in the Antarctic. It is partially because
estimates of their population have varied so widely, five to 60 million, that the Antarctic Pack Ice Seals program was developed.
Crabeaters, like all Antarctic seals, are "true seals," which means
they are well suited to their aquatic environment but are very
awkward on land or, in our case, on ice. The California sea lions
you may have seen at Sea World can get up on their hind flippers
and waddle around pretty well, but they are a different type of
seal, an "eared seal," so named for their tiny external ears. True
Sleeping Giant. Atranquilized crabeater seal snoozes while researchers lake measureseals move by pulling themselves around with their front flippers
ments. Crabeolers, which reach about 500 pounds, hove been termed "the most abunor, on ice, by slithering like giant inchworms. They can outslither
dant large mammal in the world."
a running seal biologist; so they may be awkward, but they are
not h elpless. In water, they are creatures of speed, grace and
Penguins, besides being undeniably entertaining in appearbeauty. Crabeater seals grow to seven-and-a-half feet long and
ance and habits, are important predators of krill, fishes and squid.
reach about 500 pounds. They feed almost exclusively on krill.
The two most important species in the Antarctic are the Adelie
Are you wondering why population size estimates are so difpenguin and the emperor penguin, the largest of the penguins,
ficult to get on an animal that grows to seven-and-a-half feet in
standing over three feet high and weighing as much as 80
length and weighs up to 500 pounds? Simple.
pounds. For the Adelie penguins, sea ice serves
Factor in the size of the ice pack, the fact that it
as a "floor" for resting or as a platform for hunttakes an icebreaker to get near its h abitat, the
ing from. They breed on the Antarctic continent
need for aerial surveys with ship-based helior outlying islands and prey mainly on krill.
Emperor penguins feed mainly on squid and
copters to cover enough ground to obtain accurate counts and the capricious Antarctic weathfish, breeding on fast ice-that is, ice that is
er. It is a tough job.
attached to the continent or an ice shelf and is
therefore stable-and actually incubate their
Weddell seals are larger than crabeater
seals, reaching lengths of almost eight feet.
eggs du ring the harsh Antarctic winter. Like the
They are the champion divers of the pack ice
Adelle penguins they use the pack ice as a platseals, sometimes reaching depths of 2,000 feet
form for hunting and resting. Both species
in their hunt for their preferred menu of fish
range as far north as the ice extends.
Say Ah. The leopard seals hove Iorge canines to eol
their prey, which includes crabealer and Weddell seals and squid. In contrast, crabeater seals typically
Gerry Kooyman, our penguin expert from
dive to less than 900 feet. Weddell seals can
Scripps Institute of Oceanography, looked for
pups, penguins, fish and krill.
also remain in the thick ice close to the contiundiscovered colonies of emperor penguins on
nent where fish are most abundant, even in winter. They do this
our cruise. He counted individuals and, when they were accessiby making breathing holes in the ice during winter freezing conble, weighed them and took a feather or two for genetic analysis.
You've probably read or h eard that criminals can be identified
ditions, which they keep open by chewing around the edges of
22 USF Magazine

the hole whenever they come up to breathe.
The rarest of the pack ice seals are the Ross seals.
They are typically between six and seven fee t in
length-not as long as crabeaters or Weddell sealsand weigh 350 to 500 pounds. Ross seals also prefer
fish and squid. We saw more Ross seals on our cruise
than most seal biologists have seen previously in their
entire careers.
The Darth Vaders of the seal world are the predatory leopard seals. Their diets consist of crabeater and
Weddell seal pups, penguins, fish and krill. Leopard
seals are the largest of the pack ice seals, with lengths
reaching more than nine feet and weights greater than
650 pounds. They have powerful heads and necks,
which they use to help subdue their prey in water.
Because they are predators, leopard seals are also fairly rare, but not as rare as the elusive Ross seals.
The goal of our seal ecologists was to get an accurate count of the pack ice seals and to evaluate
whether low or high counts of seals were correlated Tail in a Sling. Researchers use a sling-and-spring scale to measure a 50-pound emperor penguin.
with a particular type of environment. The key was to
Three teams worked together on the seals, sharing the samcover a lot of ground, so we had helicopters on board to fly sampling lines up to 75 miles away from the ship. They recorded all
ples. The swabs were brought back to the lab and cultured to look
seals they saw and the distance they were from the helicopter. In
for harmful bacteria. Blood samples were used for general health
and disease screening, as well as a health science called immunoaddition, a video camera underneath the helicopter recorded
whatever p assed beneath it. The result was an accurate estimate
genetics. Modern biotechnology can detect if a seal has been
of seal density alon g the sampling lines, which could then be
exposed to a harmful disease by checking its blood. For example,
applied to our study area as a whole.
wh en we get the measles or chicken pox as kids, we carry a sigAn additional important job h andled by the seal ecologists
nature in our blood that informs immunogeneticists that we are
immune to those diseases. Other markers tell scientists how
was to study the migratory habits of the pack ice seals. They did
that by attaching satellite transmitters to the seals that reported
"immunologically prepared" a seal is, or how likely it will be able
to fight off new diseases. Our health team was checking for the
their locations - some are still reporting. The same type of techtransmissions of diseases of domestic animals, such as cattle,
nology that allows us to bounce signals off satellites for telephone
communications and to get TV signals from remote locations can
dogs and chickens.
be used to track pack ice seals.
Another team tested seals' nutritional conditions, examining
You are probably wondering how you get close enough to a
such things as their blubber layers, which lie below the skin and
500-pound wild animal to glue a transmitter on its back. There
provide insulation that allows them to live comfortably in cold
are two methods of handling a seal. The preferred method is to
water. Blubber is also an energy reserve. Hence, the more blubber,
put its head in a bag. In the dark, a seal usually remains fairly
the better off the seal is.
Our third team was interested in genetics, studying how closely
calm, and it is possible to glue a transmitter to its back and get
related seals are to those in different areas of the Antarctic. Is a
blood or skin samples. The second method of handling a seal is
to use a mild tranquilizer. Scientists only do this when absolutely
crabeater seal from the Ross Sea closely enough related to a crabeater from the Amundsen Sea to be connecessary and always stay with the seal until it
wakes up.
sidered a member of the same population? Are there races among species
Each year, seals shed their fur coat for a new
one in preparation for winter, a process called
just as there are in humans? When our
seal genetics team is done with their
"molting." Most seals we saw were molting,
and it was important to attach transmitters to
work, we will know the answer to
those that already had new fur. If the right seal Something's Fishy. This 10-inch Pennell's rock cod is no relation
those questions and many others.
One of the best things about
is chosen, the transmitter will ride with it until to the cod we're accustomed to. These cod, which sit up using their
the fur is shed in the next year's molt.
fleshy fins, are found only in the Antarctic.
oceanography is the friendships that
Once a seal has been bagged, tranquilized
develop over the course of a cruise.
or is just the occasional mellow seal that doesn't mind humans
Because you shared goals, meals, work and recreation with your
around it, several things are quickly accomplished: A blood samshipmates, cruise friends are friends for life. Our trawling team
pie is drawn, and a tiny sample of skin and h air is taken. Its
will return to visit the Antarctic during its winter season. Maybe
I'll get to tell you about that visit as well.
length, weight, waistline and body fat are measured. And a physThis article was adapted from a series originally published in the
ical- including a dental exam if the seal has been tranquilizedand swabs are taken.
St.Petersburg Times.
USF
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